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High performance computing (HPC) uses supercomputers
and computer clusters to solve large computational
problems. To take advantage of HPC systems, users in
general need training in parallel computing techniques. This
is not particularly daunting for computational scientists.
Others, who could well take advantage of HPC, prefer not
to be distracted by needing to learn parallel computing
techniques; they continue to focus instead on their
particular fields of interest, thus leaving untapped the power
of HPC for their work. This project is designed to overcome
these traditional obstacles so that more DoD scientists and
engineers can take advantage of the HPC resources
available to them at the HPCMP’s (DoD HPC
Modernization Program) DoD Supercomputing Resource
Centers (DSRCs) [1]. The goal of the DR&E Portal project
is to make HPC resources easily accessible to all DoD
scientists and engineers regardless of their computational
background. The interactive, on-demand LLGrid computing
system [2,3,4] at MIT Lincoln Laboratory represents a
capability that has many elements of the objective DR&E
Portal. The LLGrid system has radically changed how
many Lincoln Laboratory project teams approach the
development of algorithms and simulations. As part of the
Defense Research and Engineering (DR&E) Portal
program, Lincoln Laboratory in partnership with ARL is
creating testbeds to demonstrate the feasibility of this
capability. The intent of the Portal interface is to provide
the look and feel of running applications on the desktop
when in reality they are running on a supercomputer. This
paper presents an overview of LLGrid, the DDR&E Portal
goals, and how LLGrid has been adapted to meet these
goals.

Lincoln Laboratory Grid (LLGrid)
One of the main design requirements of the LLGrid system
was to make HPC usage accessible to the entire Lincoln
technical staff by making use of HPC systems as easy as
using a personal computer. In striving to toward this goal,
we developed a system that takes advantage of the desktop
development environments (i.e., file system access and
integrated development environments like Matlab) with
which most engineers and scientists are already familiar.
At Lincoln we currently have over 400 users, which is
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greater than 20% of the entire technical staff. The vast
majority of these users utilize LLGrid in an interactive
supercomputing manner. As depicted in Figure 1,
interactive supercomputing involves large jobs that require
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Several considerations must be made in order to adapt the
LLGrid system to DoD supercomputing resources. These
considerations are mainly concerned with security:
• DoD systems require authentication with common
access card (CAC) credentials;
• Mounting network file systems via NFS, CIFS, etc.
across organizations has historically been difficult;
• DoD networks only allow certain network ports to pass
through routers and this varies by organization;
• The number of additional computer applications
installed on the desktop should be minimized; and
• The applications that users can execute on the HPC
system and file access of the HPC file system should
be limited.
With these security requirements in mind, we have
developed and/or implemented several unique LLGrid
components that enable the portal technology:
•
•
•
•

CAC-enabled Apache WebDAV server,
Linux file system watcher,
gridMatlab for Portal, and
grecurity kernel patches.
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We needed to avoid installing and enabling secure shell
(ssh) on each of the user desktops (especially the Windows
desktops), but we needed a way to get HPC system status,
launch jobs, abort jobs, and get job status [4] without
making a remote procedure call. By modifying the Apache
WebDAV server, we designed and implemented a Linux
file system watcher. The watcher monitors all file system
activities and executes actions depending on the activity
and filename. We have defined filename patterns and XML
file contents for getting HPC system status, launching jobs,
aborting jobs, and getting job status. When a matching
filename appear in the file system, the watcher executes
scheduler scripts and returns a response XML file into the
same folder as the activity file.
The third part of this effort was to modify gridMatlab to
write and read the aforementioned activity and response
XML files. The gridMatlab toolbox enables desktop Matlab
environments to interact with HPC schedulers to launch and
abort parallel Matlab jobs, get HPC system status, and get
job status.
The above technologies limit users to only execute the
applications for which XML-file based launching is
enabled. To further secure access to HPC system resources,
we have implemented the grsecurity kernel patches [6].
Grsecurity provides white list role-based access control
(RBAC) for all operating resources including file system
access, process tables, process status (/proc), stack memory,
socket access, etc. By white listing access to all resources
on the HPC system, we have highly granular resource
access control for each user and have monitoring capability
that can indicate user errors and system exploitation. With
these technologies, we have enabled the LLGrid system on
a prototype DSRC, and we are capable of deploying HPC
systems up to a protection level 2 (PL2), which enables
access for multiple programs with different need-to-know
levels at the same classification level on the same system.

Results
We have built a prototype Portal cluster at Lincoln
Laboratory and are currently testing the capability on
DREN with pre-alpha DoD users. Also, we have
benchmarked two MatlabMPI/pMatlab [5] applications on
the TX-2500 LLGrid system at Lincoln Laboratory that are
typical applications for DoD engineers and scientists. The
scaling results are shown in Figure 2. Application 1 (App1)
is a smaller application that we scaled up to 36 processors,
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Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning
(WebDAV) is a set of web protocol extensions that enable
remote file system access over the SSL web port 443. All
modern operating systems including Windows 7, Linux,
and Mac OS X provide WebDAV support natively by
enabling WebDAV shares to be mounted as a network file
system. The Apache web server can be configured to
provide WebDAV access, but it did not include CAC
authentication. We added CAC authentication to the
Apache web server so that anyone with a CAC card can
authenticate and mount the prototype LLGrid file system
onto their computer via WebDAV.
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Figure
2:
The
speedup
of
two
typical
DoD
pMatlab/MatlabMPI applications on the LLGrid TX-2500
system.
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